
Almost 120 years have passed since La bohème, under the baton of Arturo
Toscanini, débuted at the Teatro Regio in Turin on February 1, 1896. Since
that first night, Puccini’s opera has attracted audiences to theatres the world
over, but it is not only the charm of its melodies that has ensured its contin-
ued popularity. The subject that Puccini brought to the stage is one that is
able to speak to all generations down the years. This story of a group of bo-
hemians who face hunger and cold with a smile on their lips is a metaphor
for youth, whose carefree happiness has not yet been extinguished by life’s
trials; the clash between youth’s illusions, dreams and hopes and the hard re-
alities of life is a universal theme, one with which anyone can easily identify.
Puccini took the raw material for his opera from Scènes de la vie de bohème,
a novel by Henri Murger, narrating the lives of young artists living in Paris in
1840, and published in instalments in Le Corsaire between 1845 and 1848.
The author, with the aid of Théodore Barrière, also wrote and produced a
very successful stage version. Puccini called upon Luigi Illica and Giuseppe
Giacosa to write a libretto under his own supervision, but he was not the
only one to have had the idea. Before him, Leoncavallo had also thought of
writing an opera on the theme, and indeed, had already begun work on it.
Of course, it was not long before a row broke out between the two com-
posers and between their respective publishers, Ricordi and Sonzogno. How-
ever, Puccini was the first to complete the work and have it staged, thus
condemning the rival Bohème to oblivion.
From Illica’s original draft, Puccini removed the celebrations in the courtyard
of the house in rue Labruyère. Musetta should have had a large part in this
scene; indeed, Leoncavallo included it in his version, where it constituted the
second act. Even so, this move on Puccini’s part enabled him to obtain the
perfect symmetry of proportion and the balance which distinguish La bo-
hème. In fact, the opera’s drama rests on the fundamental mix of scenes of
carefree living and tragedy. In the first act, the scene depicting the happy,
precarious life of the bohemians is followed by the lyricism of the love scene,
which is again overturned in the animated crowd scene of the second act.
The contrast is even more evident in the fourth act, when the forced jovial
mood of the four friends is suddenly dampened by the appearance of
Musetta and Mimì. Puccini controls perfectly the alternation between light-
hearted moments and tragic moments, helped also by a masterly libretto, in
which the lofty style – almost always adopted with ironic detachment – is
mixed with ordinary, familiar vocabulary, and the versification is extremely
flexible and soft. The result is a work that belongs to neither the grand ro-
mantic drama, nor the traditional comic opera; sentimental effusion and the
tragic element are balanced by lighter episodes, which keep overly-sweet
sentimentality and extreme pathos in check.
The story told by La bohème does not follow a plot in any real sense. The
fine thread that runs through and binds the four acts together is the love
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story between Rodolfo and Mimì, and it is a thread that is as fragile as the
happiness of the protagonists, undermined by poverty and disease. The
events that occur are very ordinary: four young artists who live a day at a
time dreaming of fame and fortune; two couples that come together and
then separate; a girl who dies of tuberculosis – and not due to some turn of
events in the plot, but simply because of the living conditions of the social
class she belongs to. Rodolfo and Mimì even meet in the most ordinary of
circumstances: she is a neighbour who comes to ask for a light for her can-
dle, and everything proceeds amidst the little events and the little objects –
such as Mimì’s bonnet or Colline’s cloak – of everyday life. It is the mundane,
then, that is at the heart of the opera, and the novelty of La bohème’s dra-
ma lies in its banal, ordinary situations. Rodolfo’s love is not the great, heroic
passion of the romantic tenors; in his voice we do not detect the vehemence
of Tosca, or the solemnness of Turandot, but rather a softness and simplicity
of medium tone, an intimacy far from the forced tones of the verismo opera:
there is passion, but no overemphatic accents. The characters in La bohème
do not die as heroes who fail to attain some absolute ideal: we feel that
they are close to us because their happiness is momentary and, in its fragili-
ty, bound to the little things in life. Out of this springs a sense of profound
nostalgia connected to an opera in which we see the hopes and dreams of
youth run aground in the storms of life and turn into regret.
Puccini matches his music to the everyday life of characters and situations. In
La bohème the harmonies glide into one another, there are no violent
breaks, the melodies move by degrees and the instrumental parts are dis-
creet. The singing respects the inflections of spoken language: even in the
moments when it follows the melody and rhythm of the Italian operatic tra-
dition, it resembles a sort of “musical prose” which blends sentimentality,
eroticism and melancholy. Just as undefinable are the numerous motifs that
create or conjure up an atmosphere, rather than depict a character or a situ-
ation. Such motifs ensure that the opera as a whole is homogeneous and
they allow Puccini to maintain a substantial narrative unity despite the
work’s division into “blocks”. Even so, they do not possess any precise
meaning, nor do they evolve or vary according to the logic of the symphonic
construction: so, the use of the motifs responds more to the need to bring
colour or create an impression, rather than to structural demands. The light-
ness of the composition, the zest in the rhythm and the liveliness of the dia-
logues make La bohème closer to the comic opera, especially to the great
lesson drawn from Falstaff, with which it shares the ironic, disenchanted
gaze over certain themes dear to the romantic drama and to the whole Ital-
ian operatic tradition.
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